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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

1832    ""Lo!  I am a Great Lord of Great Hosts (Supreme Commander of many Armies) and I am of hard discipline in 
all My Holy Ways.  My Ways are not the ways of war and death and destruction.  But Lucifer and all his minions 
(including 'christians' from the Pope all the way down) have greatly offended in all the ways they are able in war and 
death and destruction.
1833    ""Lo!  In the last generations I shall send forth My Daughters of Akuria, dressed in their Skirts of War, against 
Lucifer and all his minions; and against My Daughters of Akuria none can stand.""

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
PATHFINDERS, ELECT REMNANT
THE REFUGES

1834    The Military Order of PATHFINDERS is a militarily structured mission/rescue unit Chartered under The 
Anointed of God Assembly in accordance with the Constitution of the United States and is recognized in all other free 
nations of the world.
1835    The first mission of United States PATHFINDERS and the first duty of all United States PATHFINDERS is 
the protection and defense of the Constitution of the United States of America against any and all enemies both 
foreign and domestic!  That mission and duty does not require any PATHFINDER who is a citizen of any other 
sovereign nation to betray their own country on behalf of the United States, nor does it necessarily require any person 
to change their religion to be or become a PATHFINDER!
1836    However, the April 19th, 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA, 
by United States government agents in a blatant act of High Treason of duplicating the Nazi's burning of the German 
Reichstag, and for exactly the same purposes – the disarming of all who disagree with government, the socialists of 
Temple Israel, or That Great Harlot of Babylon at Rome, the Roman Catholic Church and all her fallout Harlot and 
Whore 'christian' Daughters, and on behalf of the New World Order of One World Government and all other such 
atrocities – must be called by its correct name by all PATHFINDERS, regardless of nationality or religion!
1837    The second mission of PATHFINDERS and the second duty of all PATHFINDERS are the field duties of the 
mission rescue charitable endeavors of this Holy Order.  And therefore, all Commissioned Officers are Ordained.
1838    Dues for all PATHFINDERS regardless of rank is seventy-five dollars (U.S.C.) per year.  For this, 
PATHFINDER are given the privilege of buying their own uniforms and insignia, and should they earn or win a 
decoration they'll have to buy it too if they want to wear it!
1839    The uniform dress is prescribed specifically, and no deviations are permitted!
1840    Except upon Direct Orders of The Anointed (which only happens in very special and rare instances), one must 
be a 'member' grade PATHFINDER for not less than six months before they can apply for rank, Commission, or 
assignment to field commands.  However, Support Commandry officers are directly Commissioned without the waiting 
period, and dues are in accordance with rank.  Field Command personnel have priority for Refuge Expedition 
assignment!
1841    Support Commandrys are authorized and directly Chartered by the Supreme Commandant only, and from his 
hand alone are members and officers authorized.

THE REFUGES

1842    Hereafter we shift from the plural 'they' to the very personal singular you.
1843    There will be no personnel at any of the Refuges who are not Proven Knowers, PATHFINDERS, and tested, 
documented spiritualists!  Once you are proficient at astral projection (up in the spirit), let us know, and we'll set up 
tests that cannot be faked and issue the documentation as you pass the examinations.
1844    With the Seal of God in your forehead, you must become politically active in order to know what current 
governmental and religious proposals will ultimately mean for you, the generations after you, and all mankind.
1845    That requires you to write letters to elected officials, newspapers and magazines, broadcasters and program 
producers, telling them about your resistance to any and all forms of 'gun controls' (a disarmed citizen is a defenseless 
citizen!), and all forms of required electronic banking!  There are many other such seemingly innocent proposals that 
are part and parcel of the Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement; and as you are informed of them, it will become 
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a sacred duty to expose them for what they really are.  Exact duplicate copies of all such communications must be sent 
to Headquarters for archiving.  We have to stockpile evidence just like we do provisions.
1846    Once you become a Proven Knower, it is your duty to identify The Anointed Witness to anyone who asks and 
has the intelligence to understand; but it is not your duty to cram him or his appointment down anyone's throat!
1847    Make these things known and provide the address to anyone who wants it – no 'high pressure' sales like the 
Jehovah Witnesses or the sidewalk arm-grabbers who are about as brazen as people get.  The Supreme Purpose of this 
Holy Order is to be living examples of Truth and Righteousness and thus be witnesses; and in the process to rescue a 
Remnant, not convert this jackass world!
1848    This world and all its churches and governments are doomed!  The Rockefellers, Bilderbergers, weak-kneed, 
namby-pamby 'liberals' and halfcocked 'conservatives' alike, hypocrites, and demonics posing as Christians who have 
enforced and tolerated socialized everything to the point of near global socialist enslavement, have rang the death knell 
in their greed and gutlessness.
1849    And there is nothing that will save it!
1850    Raising unit Commandrys:
1851    Each PATHFINDER unit, similar to the national guard, is made up of local personnel.  While the actual 
numbers seldom, if ever, meet the desired muster, the structure of a company is on this manner (you will note the 
absence of Second Leftenants; we simply do not have such a rank or grade.  And all ranks presented here are Army 
terminology with the equivalent rank as indicated for all Naval Units.):

        Commander (CO) (1st Platoon)    Captain
        Command Executive Officer (CXO) (2nd Platoon)   Leftenant
        Field Executive Officer (FXO) (3rd Platoon)     Leftenant
        Staff Executive Officer (SXO) (4th Platoon)     Leftenant
        Adjutant (ADJ, 1st Squad, 1st Platoon)  Leftenant
        Logistics (2nd Squad, 1st Platoon)      Warrant Officer
        Transportation (3rd Squad, 2nd Platoon) Warrant Officer
        Communications (4th Squad, 2nd Platoon) Warrant Officer
        Intelligence (5th Squad, 3rd Platoon)   Warrant Officer
        Security (6th Squad, 3rd Platoon)       Warrant Officer
        Engineer (7th Squad (4th Platoon)       Warrant Officer
        Maintenance (8th Squad, 4th Platoon)    Warrant Officer

1852    [INSERT:  In actual practice an Akurian Company is only fifty (50) personnel, as with the Holy Orders of fifty 
being a Company.  Four Companies to a Battalion, Three Battalions to a Regiment, Three Regiments to a Brigade, 
Three Brigades to a Division, Three Divisions to a Corps, Three Corps to an Army, Three Armies to an Army Group.  
A lot of numbers, and far more than we shall ever muster.]

1853    In some actual field operations instances, the Adjutant may command a 5th Platoon, depending on the mission 
of the unit organization.  The Squad Officers would still be Warrant Officers and the muster would be the same as 
other Platoons.  Only the assignment, which may be as redundant as the mission might require, is different.
1854    It's apparent that there are two Squads to each Platoon, giving some clue as to the mission of each Platoon 
within the company.  Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) and enlisted muster is:

        First Sergeant (1st Platoon)    Command Sergeant
        2nd Platoon Sergeant    Field Sergeant
        3rd Platoon Sergeant    Field Sergeant
        4th Platoon Sergeant    Field Sergeant
        Squad Leader    Staff Sergeant
        1st Scout               Buck Sergeant
        Troop Commander Corporal
        Team Commander  Sentry First Class
        Line Troop              Sentry

1855    The apparent imbalance or – top heavy – muster really isn't the case when the actual muster is completed at 
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Battalion, Regimental, Brigade, Division, et cetera.  The primary purpose of being militarily structured has nothing to 
do with 'christian soldiers' or any other such nonsense.  The fact is:  the only organization that mankind has managed to 
maintain through the uncounted falls of governments, tribes, peoples, nations, civilizations, languages, et cetera, is 
military science!  We not only cannot duplicate The Great Pyramids and scads of other such wonders, we've lost many 
technologies such as Damascus steel in anything other than wire form and not very good quality at that.  But military 
science is intact, continually perfecting each and every day, except for the injection and enforcement of socialist 
idiocies and treasons, and universally understood in some form or fashion by even the most primitive peoples.
1856    As an organizational situation, nothing beats military science.  Everybody knows exactly who is in charge in 
damned short order, whether they can do the job or not, and the exact Chain of Command.
1857    And that is why The PATHFINDERS of Elijah are militarily structured, despite the fact it creates rampant and 
untold paranoia in all government agencies at all levels, and screams of 'devil's work' by half-baked hallelujah halfwits 
the world over.  (Sometimes we wonder if they know that one of God's Titles, Lord of Hosts means General of 
Armies!) Yet not one whimper from these same paranoid bastards and hallelujah hypocrites about the military structure 
of the Salvation Army, Volunteers of America, Gospel Army or the hierarchy of That Great Harlot of Babylon at 
Rome:  the Roman Catholic Church!
1858    Neither age, sex nor race are considerations for appointment, but prior military service, education and 
experience are.  All Commissioned Officers must be Proven Knowers, with the exception of Support Commandrys, 
and all Commissioned Officers are Ordained.  Being a Proven Knower does not entitle one to a Commission, but 
should a Commissioned Officer position need filling for any reason, Proven Knowers are the only consideration.  
Warrant Officers are deacons and have all the powers of office:  to perform all ministerial services, marriages, et 
cetera.  The traditional duty of Warrant Officers, especially a Chief Warrant Officer is to inform the Commander of the 
opinion of the Non-Commissioned Officers (at one time all Warrant Officers were former NCOs!), and that tradition 
remains unchanged in this Holy Order.  Proven Knower Warrant Officers are the Notaries Public in this Holy Order, 
and only Proven Knower Warrant Officers have the authority to seal a sworn statement as far as we're concerned.
1859    In the absence of competent authority, the highest ranking PATHFINDER present, regardless of rank, is in 
charge; and until properly relieved, has any and all powers of office, answering only to the Supreme Commandant, 
PATHFINDERS.  And should circumstances require, even to take sworn statements as specified above as being the 
sole and exclusive dominion and domain of Warrant Officers.  It's simply a matter of applying common sense when 
situations and conditions require.
1860    With respect to raising a Commandry:
1861    Since day one, military units have been raised by local leaders, who are then voted to rank and grade – or 
assigned such on the basis of the size of the unit they have raised – and we are no different.  We often let unit members 
elect their temporary officers (who will be directly Commissioned upon becoming Proven Knowers!), especially if 
recruitment is sizable; otherwise, it's far more mundane and a lot more work.
1862    We welcome units already formed, such as true searching survivalist groups, organized and unorganized 
militias.  However, we will not accept 'supremacists' regardless of the color or stripe, nor any criminal elements 
whatsoever!  And:  none of the rules are exempted for anyone for any reason!  Those rules follow in more explicit 
detail.  Whether many, a few, or a single person, the process is the same, except a single person can become a 
PATHFINDER anytime they're ready, and no unit is required.  Many PATHFINDERS prefer to remain singular and 
not be assigned to a unit until ordered to do so.  Their rank and grade, if any, must be recognized, and they are not 
required to take reductions as result of any given assignment.
1863    However, rank or grade does not authorize anyone to just assume command!  Other than recognized times of 
crisis, offices of Command and Authority are assumed only on Direct Orders issued by Supreme Staff Command, and 
usually signed by the Supreme Commandant, himself.  General Officers are all automatically members of the General 
Staff, but that in itself does not confer any greater powers of office except to report directly to the Supreme 
Commandant in relevant matters.
1864    The first process is for Headquarters to issue a Unit Charter.  There may already be a Unit Charter issued for 
your area.  Unit Charters are issued, upon approval, on a first-come-first-served basis and the oldest Charter remains 
the Senior Command Charter unless there is malfeasance or desecration.  In order to qualify for a Unit Charter there 
must be three persons of signature, who may be members of the same family.  However, family commands fail ninety-
nine percent of the time.  They shouldn't, but they do.
1865    Upon issuance of Unit Charters, someone is designated as Unit Chief, who usually remains Unit Chief until the 
unit either becomes, or is assigned to, a company.  Then, because of the responsibility involved, military service, 
education and experience become factors.  Even so, our experience has shown that the best recruiters make the best 
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Officers and Senior Non-Coms.  Very seldom does one person or team do all the grubbing to build a unit and then get 
outranked by someone they recruited.  It does happen, but it's not the way we like to do business, and it takes a tour of 
hell itself to get such a thing accomplished.  The usual cause is malfeasance or desecration.
1866    Just because there is a Company or higher Headquarters Commandry in the area does not automatically dictate 
that a new, or building, unit will be assigned to it!  The needs of This Holy Order come first, and that may dictate an 
entirely different Order of Muster.  For instance:  it takes four companies at full muster to form a Battalion Command; 
and immediately upon formation some of the officers and personnel in those companies are going to be transferred to 
Battalion Headquarters, opening up ranks in those companies.  That means a Proven Knower Corporal in one of the 
companies, with a good record and proper qualifications, could be field direct Commissioned and assigned to Battalion 
Headquarters or promoted to any other grade within the Company, but only with the Company Commander's 
endorsement!  Over and above all that:  Regimental Commanders can exercise priority, and have the right to select 
anyone under their authority to fill vacant positions, which means the Regimental Commander can override Battalion 
and Company Commanders with respect to assignment and promotion of personnel at Regimental level; and as 
necessary during field operations.
1867    The norm is to upgrade the seniors as senior positions open, but sometimes the needs of This Holy Order 
precludes that due to expertise requirements.  It's not often, but it does happen.  Anyone who promotes just on the basis 
of seniority is a field fool instead of a Field Commander.  When someone is passed over due to lack of required 
experience, it's always noted in their personnel records and puts them at the top of the list for any other promotions or 
assignments that follow.  Being passed over as result of needs of This Holy Order is never a detriment to whoever is 
passed over, and had damned well never be considered as such either in the presence or in review by the Supreme 
Commandant!  You've never seen hell personified as when Grand Marshal General Bobby Farrell lights up over such a 
blatant injustice among his beloved Holy Order.  And someone had better not be passed over because they're not in the 
clique, related to the whoever is doing the promoting, et cetera, because when The Super Chief finds out about it, even 
if from normal muster review – there's going to be enough hell to pay that Lucifer could apply for additional 
personnel!
1868    A point of command procedure is relevant here:  since even the Supreme Commandant only has one hundred 
sixty-eight (168) hours in his week too, he has a very simple and extremely effective administrative process for 
eliminating both gold brick bull and abuse!  If anyone is being abused or treated unjustly:  they need only inform their 
immediate superior, regardless of rank, or the next higher senior if the abuser is their immediate superior, and the 
problem had better be corrected within twenty-four hours in non-crisis times or eight hours during times of crisis.  If 
not, the next stop is the Supreme Commander's desk!  That's right!  Whoever is being victimized can jump all Chain of 
Command and go direct to the Supreme Commandant.
1869    However, that's also where the fun begins.  When anyone lays such a complaint on The Super Chief's desk, 
there is braid at stake!  Someone is going to lose their rank – and office – and perhaps the whole unit Chain of 
Command can suffer a spot reduction!  Did you get that?  If the problem is valid, and the plaintiff is being abused – 
which is against all regulation – whoever was supposed to cure the problem and the perpetrator(s) can all be busted 
then and there!  However, if the case proves to have no validity, the plaintiff is busted:  then and there!  They can also 
be relieved of any office or position they may hold.
1870    Now, make sure you understand that:  nobody has free reign to involve the Supreme Commandant without a 
penalty!  Otherwise the jackass element would consume all his time and energy with their idiotic soap operas!  Even 
so, that door is and will remain open.  Any order, command or directive not to contact the Supreme Commandant, or 
any other higher authority in such cases is illegal and then and there requires such contact!  When The Super Chief 
first enacted his my-door-your-braid policy, the bull reports went from over one hundred (100) a week to one (1) in 
next five years!
1871    Since any Commander, leader or senior, from top to bottom has the right to choose their staff, they are also 
responsible for that staff's performance and conduct!  In short, anyone who chooses a 'buddy' as part of their team or 
staff had damned well better make sure that 'buddy' isn't a jerk.  The first time that 'buddy' screws up, both of them are 
on the carpet; especially if that 'buddy' is charged with abuse, malfeasance, desecration, insubordination, et cetera, in 
front of The Super Chief.
1872    A good recruiter and a good recruiting unit is always given due consideration when higher commands are 
established, but service is a greater factor!  A unit that has scads of bodies and can't do a damned thing as a unit isn't 
worth nearly as much as a smaller unit ready to charge the Main Gates of Hell with the ability to take the objective!  
So performance is the real first consideration!  Officers and personnel of a crack performance unit will be made senior 
every time.  In short, neither The Elect, the Supreme Commandant, nor The Most High need or want 'praisers'; we 
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want the doers!
1873    Being a doer requires both self and military discipline, and the training never stops.  You will train constantly, 
not only at the drills, but in your mind, as you live, as you work, everywhere and all the time:  always setting an 
example of competence, honor, integrity and Spiritual Truth!
1874    The only time a PATHFINDER Akurian doesn't train is when they are out of the Sight of God!  And that place 
absolutely does not exist!
1875    We do relax and enjoy ourselves, but we never let ourselves be caught unaware or permit ourselves to get out 
of control!  There's not so much as one word in any of the Holy Scripts against having a good cold beer, but there are 
hundreds of admonitions against drunkenness and being disorderly.  Therefore, when you become one of us, you really 
don't give up a whole lot of things you really like to do.  It's just that such things, like all things, are put in proper 
context and given proper priority!
1876    And it begins with recruiting.
1877    Now that you have a Unit Charter, the unit must be raised in this manner:  sufficient troops to justify rank and 
command!  The general muster for a company of the line is this:

        Commander (CO) (1st Platoon)    1
        Command Executive Officer (CXO) (2nd Platoon)   1
        Field Executive Officer (FXO) (3rd Platoon)     1
        Staff Executive Officer (SXO) (4th Platoon)     1
        Adjutant (ADJ) (1st Squad) (1st Platoon)        1
        Logistics Officer (2nd Squad) (1st Platoon)     1
        Transportation Officer (3rd Squad) (2nd Platoon)        1
        Communications Officer (4th Squad) (2nd Platoon)        1
        Intelligence Officer (5th Squad) (3rd Platoon)  1
        Security Officer (6th Squad) (3rd Platoon)      1
        Engineer Officer (7th Squad (4th Platoon)       1
        Maintenance Officer (8th Squad) (4th Platoon)   1

1878    Five Commissioned Officers, the Commander, three XOs and Adjutant, and seven Warrant Officers make up 
the company officer compliment.  In some instances the Adjutant may also have a Platoon in muster.  As with all 
militarily structured organizations, the needs of the mission come first and supersede any and all other normal and/or 
formal structures and chain of muster sequences.  A formal Platoon muster is:

        Platoon Sergeant        1
        Squad Leader (Staff Sergeant.)  2
        Scout Sergeant (Buck Sergeant.) 4
        Troop Leader (Corporal) 8
        Team Leader (Senior)    16
        Element Leader (Private)        32
        Line Troop (Sentry)     64

1879    Twelve NCOs:  one Command Sergeant, three Field Sergeants and eight Staff Sergeants, with forty-eight junior 
NCOs, and 448 troops, or 520 officers and enlisted in a company at full muster.  A unit must be at not less than one-
third of total muster to be upgraded to Squad, Platoon, company, et cetera.  That's not easy and it takes time.
1880    Age is not a factor to be a party of muster, but responsibility is!  We've seen 'the Commander's kid' fall flat on 
his ass enough to last us a lifetime, and should The Super Chief find out about such nepotism, there's hell to pay all the 
way down the Chain of Command!

1881    [INSERT:  Remember, this is the muster of a Full Parade Company, into which you or your unit may be 
assigned should the PATHFINDERS ever engage in a public show or performance.  A Holy Company is fifty 
personnel, so don't confuse the two.]

1882    If someone can command with responsibility and leadership, then let them do it!  But don't put anyone in 
charge of anything just because they're socially or legally 'connected', by blood or otherwise.  To put it mildly, playing 
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'politics' in this Holy Order is one of the best ways we know of to get thrown out!
1883    Therefore, when you recruit:  recruit by example!  Honestly answer the questions asked except those of a 
security nature.  If the person joins, fine; if not, fine.  They can Die the Death of Damned Foolishness just like all those 
hallelujah halfwits at the Radioactive Rapture.  Just remember:  we're not out to convert the world, only to save a 
Remnant!  And that simple fact puts us in a very exclusive league.
1884    One final reminder:  this Holy Order cannot and will not even attempt to establish either Expeditions or 
Refuges taking along the same jackass problems, racemixings and other blood and gene pollutions, narcotics and other 
promiscuous lifestyles, mental and social scenarios that are bringing this once-great nation, and indeed the whole 
world, to its destruction!  Anyone who can't leave their programmed stupidities, redneck, yea-nigger, kak-jew 
nonsense, and all other such morally degenerate idiocies behind, including family and friends who will not change and 
be a living party to all these qualifications are unacceptable and will die here in the nations and then give full account 
of their damnable generation blood pollutions, self-righteousness and closed-minded, self-important stupidities to The 
Most High in Final Judgment.
1885    And everyone is going to have to prove themselves – time and time again – by example and by delivery!  The 
Super Chief has the absolute right to test until you are ready, and he has no qualms about doing so.  Your life and the 
lives of everyone else in Refuge, and the Refuge itself depend upon the weakest link, and The Super Chief (Take your 
choice, The Most High, The Anointed or subsequent Supreme Commandant) intends to see to it:  there aren't any!
1886    There will be no exceptions whatsoever – at any time – for any reason!
1887    You have been warned!
1888    The Anointed is as patriotic as anyone could ask to be, but any and all attempts to turn this country around to 
her former greatness are but delaying actions at best, and death traps at worst for those who find themselves branded 
with The Mark of The Beast when the Universal Computer Code (UPC), Social Security Number, and National 
Identity Systems are combined under the New World Order of One World Government's Moneyless Enslavement.
1889    If you don't think so, then stick around until someone puts a brand in your hand or forehead!  And anyone who 
can't see that coming is walking around with the brains of a brick, and too stupid to escape anyway!
1890    One point about these matters:  when you get the chance to bust these things off in some politician pushing 
some form of Legislated Enslavement (the first local endeavors will be unification of governments better known as 
metro-government and regionalism), or some big-businessman advocating the same thing because it's his bank account 
that will receive the rewards, and they tell you, "That's not what the law is!", or, "There's no such provision in the 
law!"
1891    Then ask them, "Wasn't that also the case in the original Social Security legislation?"
1892    The original bill stated that the Social Security Number was to be used for Social Security purposes only, but 
now it's the military serial number, government and federal agency identification number including driver's licenses, 
insurance company code claims number, internal revenue tax number, and soon the federal and state prisoner's convict 
number.  Even now, parents who owe child support payments are traced with it!
1893    So:  what the law is and what it will become are two different things!
1894    And, make no mistake, there's never been such a thing as an honest politician!  Nor a competent puppet 
bureaucrat!  A hard fact of absolute truth.
1895    And now for the final insult to the paganistic Christians, especially those that claim 'Jesus within themselves':
1896    If their being is occupied by themselves and anyone else, there is a medical term for it:  schizophrenia!  
Whether self-inflicted, or not, doesn't matter.  Two beings in one body equals either a sick person or demonic 
possession!  Holy Beings, which includes Anointeds – of which Immanuel was one – would not contaminate 
themselves by residing within anyone other than themselves!  Demons get in and have to be cast out; Holy Beings will 
not enter to begin with!
1897    Have you ever heard of an angel having to be cast out of some victim?  If not, then what kind of idiocy is this 
'gee-sus within'?  Would you deliberately lose the earned privilege of entering The Very Presence of God unless you 
were one of Lucifer's followers?  Further, if the presence 'within' these professing Christians were in reality Immanuel, 
wouldn't they be observing the Holy Laws of God as given by Moses?
1898    If you think they're obeying any of that Holy Law, then take the time to read it for yourself.  It is there for all to 
consider in the Old Testament.  And, you just might find there is not one thing of the Law of Moses that is Christian!
1899    Think, if the entity reputedly being alive within these 'christians' was indeed Immanuel, wouldn't it be able to 
speak fluent Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Latin and Greek?
1900    Immanuel did, can, and still does!
1901    Or do you suppose that he forgot everything he learned and suddenly became illiterate in that life by 
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contaminating himself when he 'entered' the first 'christian'?
1902    Isn't that just a bit ludicrous?
1903    If this entity cannot speak these languages as Immanuel certainly did, or perform the miracles Immanuel did 
which were The Proof of His Anointing, then is it proper to assume that these 'christians' have only deluded 
themselves, probably by self-hypnosis, into thinking there is somebody within them that in reality doesn't even exist?
1904    And if it does exist and it isn't Immanuel as we've just proven, then who in the hell is it?
1905    We'll give you just one guess.
1906    And now you know how to organize a service unit in This Holy Order, including some of the hallelujah halfwit 
nonsense that is totally unacceptable.  We are a RELIGIOUS Order in addition to everything else we are about.  
Military organization requires simplicity, discipline and common sense.  Keeping things simple lets even those of 
limited education or mentality operate as competents.  Discipline not only has its physical values, it keeps the mind 
sharp and thinking which is a value beyond price.  Common sense is so rare these days you'd think it was a totally new 
and exciting way of life!  But with all this there must also be justice.  And sometimes conditions are incapable of 
justice in the moment, so provision must be made for restitution that justice be not sacrificed on the Altar of 
Convenience.
1907    This Holy Order contains all those elements in full measure.
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